The Two-Minute Drill is the critical leadership practice of creating real and rapid organizational improvement using the fundamentals of “rapid scoring” from American football. The Two-Minute Drill is designed to give leaders a vehicle that they can use to drive real improvement when the stakes are high, time is short and real results are needed!

If you wish to tailor this program for implementation at your company, please contact Carrie Herr, CFCI Director, by calling 419-530-2037 or via email at carrie.herr@utoledo.edu.
The Background

For the past decade, we have conducted an ongoing applied research study on successful and unsuccessful organizational efforts at change. We have chronicled the factors that are the driving forces for successful organizational transformations as well as those that have led to change failures and meltdowns. In essence, this has really been an effort to understand the change process in organizations that had to do things differently to get better performance and remain in the competitive game. We used a wide variety of data collection methodologies including interviews, focus groups and surveys. Our sample of over 1,000 managers across all of our studies included 31% senior, 36% middle and 33% front-line managers.

The Model

The Two-Minute Drill (TMD) model captures the essence of the critical elements surrounding the final few minutes of a fast-paced football game in which one team needs to move the ball and score to WIN. Each of these activities also applies directly to an organizational change initiative. Although improving is an important element, the TMD is not simply about improving, it’s about winning.

The ultimate success rate for both a football and an organizational TMD is highly dependent on the skills and attitude of the quarterback. A QB who exhibits strength across the ten criteria identified in the model will lead the team to victory. Conversely, a QB or leader who is weak in several of these areas will typically be unable to rally the team and execute the plays to score.

The model also identifies the essential elements that must be addressed in any change initiative. The first element, Know the Score and Define Winning, may seem obvious, but in many organizational settings that lack appropriate metrics, a team is often “moving down the field” without defining victory, knowing how much time remains or how much progress they need to make on each play. Additionally, it is critical to have a Scouting Report that identifies what you are up against allowing you to take advantage of your strengths as you make changes.

As the model illustrates, a winning team creates a sense of urgency and focus, creates a winning set of plays, executes them well and scores. Scoring on the field and in any organization comes not through luck but through the set of disciplines inherent in the TMD.

Finally, a successful football franchise or other business 1) celebrates its victories and 2) conducts a post game analysis to understand what did and did not go well, not to assign blame but to improve the process to be ready the next time they find it necessary to run a TMD.

KEY RESEARCH FINDINGS

Change efforts fail when they lack

✓ Clear focus
✓ Effective leadership
✓ Knowledge of opponents
✓ A sense of urgency
✓ A solid game plan
✓ Talented & motivated people
✓ Proper execution
✓ Performance measurement
✓ Reinforcement of performance
✓ Organizational learning
Based on the Two-Minute Drill model, the book combines legendary football finishes (e.g., “The Drive”, the Bluegrass Miracle, etc) with a series of real business cases to help the reader learn and apply skills for creating and managing successful change initiatives. Business illustrations include manufacturing, health care, distribution, service plus other examples of TMD applications. Each chapter focuses on key elements of the process, providing several momentum builders that are essential to making real change happen. The overall focus reflects the need for change leaders to be quarterbacks, intimately involved in the game using the skills illustrated in the model to manage the winning effort.

As the book illustrates, the fundamentals of the Two-Minute Drill apply to all types of come-from-behind situations including product launch delays, quality problems, distribution issues, profitability shortfalls, etc. As proven over and over again on the football field, a team that understands their opponents, knows their goals, creates a sense of urgency and focus, plus executes a series of plays designed to win will come out on top.

In essence, the Two-Minute Drill should be viewed as an accelerator that is applicable to any change technique (e.g. Lean) being used by an organization. When appropriate, many of the tools used in those methodologies would become part of the “play package” in the TMD.
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**The Book**

“Executing one’s business plan is critically important to success, but the key factor is frequently the timing and speed of the action. Without quick and effective execution the best laid plans can become outdated and ineffective and we are struggling with this right now ourselves.”

Senior Vice President Business Development
Fortune 1,000 Healthcare Organization

---

“It’s not the will to win but the will to prepare that makes the difference in a big game.”

- Coach Paul “Bear” Bryant

---
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The Questions

As you consider how you and your organization approach change and how you might utilize the TMD to enhance your efforts, it may be helpful to answer the following questions. Would your answer be “Never”, “Seldom”, “Usually” or “Always”?

When approaching change, how often do I ....

1. Take control of the change process and lead by example?
2. Do all of the things necessary to lead change so as to drive better results and performance?
3. Know when change is required by using an accurate scoreboard?
4. Clearly define what success means when entering a change initiative?
5. Know and understand the real opponents we face when entering a change initiative?
6. Know the strengths and weaknesses of my team so as to create favorable matchups in a change effort?
7. Create and communicate a clear sense of focus on what we are trying to change and how we are doing it?
8. Create a sense of importance and urgency around the change initiative?
9. Have a clearly developed set of “plays” that advance the improvement effort and lead to improved performance and success when properly executed?
10. Have the right players on the field equipped and ready to play at an optimal level on each and every play?
11. Make sure that we move the ball down the field and take corrective action to make adjustments when performance is not where it needs to be?
12. Ensure that our players are doing the right things, the right way, at the right time so as to execute change?
13. Do the things necessary to ensure that improvement/change sticks?
14. Let my team members know when the game has been won and celebrate success?
15. Review and analyze change efforts when they are completed?
16. Share the lessons learned from an improvement initiative with others?

The Opportunity

The Coach’s and Quarterback Clinics are two excellent ways to jump start the Two-Minute Drill within your organization. Each can be customized to fit your specific needs and will be conducted on your selected site.

**TMD Coach’s Clinic**

The Coach’s Clinic outlines the TMD process for senior management and allows them to assess the change environment within the organization. During this activity, management identifies quarterbacks who will be leaders of TMD activities. Also, based on their assessments, management identifies corrective actions that must be addressed to make the TMD process effective.

**TMD Quarterback Clinic**

The Quarterback Clinic is designed to train selected leaders in the art and tools of the TMD. These leaders will play the key role in driving successful rapid change and must reflect many of the attributes of an NFL quarterback. They will learn how to develop themselves and develop the members of the team that they lead.

- Brainstorm why a football Two Minute Drill (TMD) is successful
- Identify a local successful action and describe success factors
- Overview the TMD process comparing football to business
- Assess:
  - Team Strengths & Weaknesses (re: TMD steps)
  - Time based performance barriers
  - Readiness for change
- Overview quarterback skills
- Identify local quarterback candidates
- Develop action plan based on assessments

- Overview the TMD process
- Review quarterback skills and conduct self skills assessment
- Learn and practice TMD techniques and tools
- Assess:
  - Team Strengths & Weaknesses (re: TMD steps)
  - Time based performance barriers
  - Readiness for change
- Conduct a TMD process by the quarterbacks on selected issue